Instructions for building a 3' X 7' Chicken Coop
By The Red Coop Co‐ Sales@RedCoopCo.com
Hello and thank you for purchasing plans to build our 3' X 7' Chicken coop. The Following
will walk you through the assembly step by step. If questions arise, please contact us at
sales@RedCoopCo.com.
‐The Red Coop Co Team

Tools Suggested:
-Hammer
-Electric Drill
-Tape Measure
-Pencil
-Carpenter's Level
-Hammer-type T-50 staple gun
-Square
-Drill bit
-Router with 1 /4” panel bit, or jigsaw with a fine blade.
-Hole saw
-Razor or Linoleum Knife
Materials:
See the Bill Of Materials at the bottom of the cut guide. For your convenience, bring a copy of
the B.O.M. To your local lumber yard or home improvement store when ordering material.
Preparing the foundation:
At minimum the coop should be supported by 4
points of contact, however 6 is ideal. We suggest
using solid concrete patio blocks to form the piers
that your coop will stand on. Using patio blocks will
allow you to compensate for uneven ground and give
you a solid base to work from. At minimum, dig 6”
down and pack down 1 /2”crushed gravel or pea
stone where you plan to place the 6 piers to give
them a firm footing. Be sure the tops of the blocks
are level and square in relation to each other. Place
piers (blocks) as shown in the diagram.
Building the Base:
Place the 2 runners next to each other and mark your
joist placements as shown. Proceed to place and
screw your joists to the runners using 3” wood screws.
Once complete, add the 1 /2” floor plate. Decide which
side you will hang your doors on, flush the floor plate
to that runner and secure using 1 1 /4” wood screws.
Once secure on that edge, square the rest of the
frame to the floor plate and secure accordingly.

Setting the studs:
Place and tack (toe-nail) the studs according to the
diagram using finish nails or 1 1 /4” screws. Add supports
to the 2x4 studs up front using 3” wood screws to support
the 2x6 top plate. Install top plates as shown. Using (2) 3”
wood screws per end, secure the rafters.
Hanging the sheathing:
Starting with the back wall, mount the T111 with 1 1 /4”
wood screws (be sure to mind the overlap seam in the
middle). Square the frame to your T111 (assuming
you cut your siding square). Mount the side panels by
flushing and securing to the front stud. Follow this by
pulling the T111 flush with the bottom of the floor joist
(this will square the studs front to back) and secure.
Finish by securing to the rear stud and rafter, then
repeat on the other side. Install your kick board
holders, roost bar supports and air vents at this stage.
Build your doors:
Begin by assembling the framework as shown. Before mounting your 1 /2” hardware wire window
covers, temporarily tack or screw the T111 onto the frame. Square the frame to the T111 and use
your router and panel bit to remove the T111 from the
window hole. If using a jigsaw, drill the 4 corners of the
opening and then carefully saw the T111 hole. Remove
the T111 after being cut and cover the window opening
with 1 /2” hardware wire by stapling to the outside if the
studs. Secure the T111 on the door frame, “sandwiching”
the 1 /2” hardware wire between the studs and the T111
to add extra strength to the window cover. If installing the
flip down chicken door, now cut the opening for the door.
Be careful when doing so, since the resulting cut out will
be reused. Use the scrap T111 from the windows to
cover the back of the flip down door AFTER you have installed the hinge and trim on the flip
down door.
Hang your doors:
Nail or screw your doors in place and attach hinges. Measure 5” from the bottom and top of the
doors and place hinges along those lines. Once hung with hinges, make sure doors are plumb
with the top plate and secured in place. Come back to finish trim and hardware later.
Roofing:
Prepare the edges of the 1 /2” plywood roof with 1 /2” sheet rock edging. Use staples to secure it.
Screw two pieces of 2x6 scrap to the front edge of the roof and place roof on
top of rafters. Butt the 2x6 scraps up to the doors (which are still secured,
right?) and center by measuring side overhang and adjusting accordingly.

Secure the roof panel to the rafters using 1 1 /4” wood screws, using 3 to 5
screws per rafter. Proceed to mark the center line of the roof (front to back)
and 2 lines parallel to it 6” either side. These will be your shingle alignment
marks so be sure to work from the center out when securing shingles.
Remove the 2x6 scraps now. Start a guard coarse of shingles on the bottom
edge NOT using the center line, overlapping 1 /4” past the roof panel side and back. Use staples
to attach shingles. Secure the first coarse of shingles over the guard coarse while following the
center line to ensure your shingle seams are staggered. Alternate which of the 3 guide lines you
use as you apply the rest of the shingles. Be sure to overlap 1 /4” on the sides as well as the
back. Use a straight 2x4 as a spacing guide to achieve a 4” overlap. When the coarse of shingles
go beyond the top edge of the roof panel, cut them flush to the panel and install the 8” drip edge
with staples.
Finishing touches:
Now that the roof is finished, install door latches and trim. You may want to paint or stain before
this step. Remember to unscrew the doors.Mount your nest boxes (either home built or store
bought) as well as your kick plate.
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Note the barrel bolts/ slide latches
on the inside of the door. Drill into
the 2x6 top plate and floor to
secure pins when locking.

